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ABSTRACT
Interactions between humans and virtual environments rely on
timely and consistent sensory feedback, including haptic feedback.
However, many questions remain open concerning the spatial loca-
tion of haptics on the user’s body in VR. We studied how simple
vibrotactile collision feedback on two less studied locations, the
temples, and the wrist, affects an object picking task in a VR en-
vironment. We compared visual feedback to three visual-haptic
conditions, providing haptic feedback on the participants’ (N=16)
wrists, temples or simultaneously on both locations. The results
indicate that for continuous, hand-based object selection, the wrist
is a more promising feedback location than the temples. Further,
even a suboptimal feedback location may be better than no haptic
collision feedback at all.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As virtual reality is gaining popularity, it is increasingly relevant
to investigate how to augment VR environments with haptics. We
propose that it would be fruitful to study if simple haptic feedback
could improve the user experience and efficiency of commercially
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available VR systems where virtual hand/3D cursor-based selec-
tion techniques are the norm. Haptic feedback has been found to
increase performance compared to visual only feedback in many
contexts of use [1]. Cheng et al. [2] showed that adding vibrotac-
tile feedback to visual feedback improved task completion times
in a grasping task. Moehring and Froehlich [3] demonstrated that
adding tactile grasping feedback improved interaction in a CAVE
and in using a head-mounted display. However, previous research
[4] indicates that even in VR the usefulness of haptics is situational.
We propose that the location of the feedback could be one such
situational factor.

The motivation of this study was to explore vibrotactile feedback
in VR for two less studied body locations that do not require a
hand controller. The main contribution is in evaluating vibrotactile
collision feedback in the wrist, and the temples for proximal, hand-
based object picking. Further, we demonstrate that in this specific
context, the temples may be a suboptimal location for vibrotactile
feedback.

2 METHOD
We explored the effect of vibrotactile collision detection feedback
(i.e., feedback when the controller collides with an object) in an
object picking act. There were four feedback conditions: visual only
(No Haptics), haptic wrist (Wrist), haptic temples (Temples), and
haptics on both the wrist and the temples (Both). We investigated
if there are differences in user preferences or the speed of the
interaction between the four feedback conditions.

16 volunteer participants (7 females, 9 males, mean age 37, SD 8.5,
range 24-52 years) from the university community took part in a
user experiment. Ten out of 16 participants had at least some earlier
experience of VR technology. One participant was left-handed, and
15 were right-handed. Five out of 16 participants wore eyeglasses
during the experiment.

We used a laptop PC, an HTC Vive VR headset, an HTC Vive
hand controller and Unity Virtual reality development environment
to set up the experiment. As vibrotactile actuators, we usedMinebea
Linear Vibration Motors (LVM8, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Japan). These actuators were chosen mainly because their small size
enables flexible use in different locations. We vibrated the actuators
by sending audio signals from Unity to a Gigaport HD USB sound
card, which connected to an IMG Stage Line STA-1508 amplifier.
The haptic actuators were attached to a Velcro wristband and the
HTC Vive headset (Figure 1). As Figure 1 shows, the actuators were
located on the upper side of the wrist and near the left and right
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Figure 1: One actuator was on the wrist (left). Two actuators
were on the participant’s temples (right).

Figure 2: The grey picking tray and the brown dropping con-
tainer (left). The visual collision detection feedback (right).

temples when worn by a user. As haptic feedback, we used 30 ms
vibrotactile stimulation driven using a sine wave with a frequency
of 150 Hz. We utilized an object color changing visual feedback
for the collision detection in all experimental conditions. (Figure 2,
right).

A single trial consisted of moving sixteen randomized cubes
from a tray to a separate container box (Figure 2, left) in a given
order. The purpose was to move the controller over a cube, get
feedback, press the controller trigger button to pick the cube, hold
and move it over the container and drop the object by releasing
the button. Each trial was repeated four times for each feedback
condition. As we had four feedback conditions, the participants
performed 256 (16 × 4 × 4) object picks in the experiment. The
participants answered a questionnaire about their experience after
the vibrotactile conditions using a scale from -4 to 4. Finally, we
asked the participants to put the four conditions in preference order,
and also explain why did they select the preferred method.

3 RESULTS
We analyzed six attributes of the vibrotactile feedback (control,
arousal, pleasantness, effectiveness, strength, and timeliness) us-
ing Friedman tests, and did further pairwise comparisons with
Wilcoxon tests. The Friedman tests showed statistically significant
differences in the attributes control (p = 0.014), arousal (p = 0.043),
pleasantness (p = 0.017), and effectiveness (p = 0.004). The tests
did not show significant differences for the attributes strength (p =
0.185) and timeliness (p = 0.819). Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon
tests showed a significant difference on the feeling of control be-
tween the conditions Temples and Both (p = 0.045), and between
Temples andWrist (p = 0.036). The participants felt more control
in the conditions Both and Wrist than in the condition Temples.
There was also a statistically significant difference on the feeling
of arousal (p = 0.027), pleasantness (p = 0.021), and effectiveness

(p = 0.006) between the conditions Wrist and Temples. The par-
ticipants rated the wrist feedback as more arousing, pleasant, and
effective than the feedback on the temples.

For the most preferred method, the order wasWrist (62.5 %), Both
(19 %), Temples (12.5 %), and No Haptics (6.25 %). For instance, 62.5 %
of the participants preferred the wrist condition the most. The
order for least preferred method was No Haptics (62.5 %), Temples
(25 %), and (Both) (12.5 %). We analyzed the differences on the
rankings with a Friedman test and found a significant difference
(χ2(3) = 30.23, p < 0.001). Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon tests
showed significant differences on the preference order between the
conditions Wrist (p = 0.012) and No Haptics, and between Wrist
and Temples (p = 0.024). The wrist feedback was significantly more
preferred than either no haptics or haptics on the temples.

The most common comments about preferred feedback con-
cerned the wrist haptics and how it felt most natural or realistic (5
comments), and how touching the object with a hand was felt on
the hand (4). Also, wrist feedback was described as noticeable (2),
supporting visual feedback (2), and making the task easier (2). Con-
cerning combined feedback, two participants mentioned getting
better confirmation. Further, two participants mentioned they could
not feel the temple feedback. One participant out of 16 preferred
visual feedback without haptics (condition No Haptics). The partici-
pant said that she felt more focused and faster without haptics. The
comments on haptics were generally positive, and the participants
said they would prefer to use the haptic feedback with VR devices.

For the trial completion time analysis, we did not identify outliers
and therefore used the average from the four trials. The data were
normally distributed, so we analyzed it with one-way repeated mea-
sures ANOVA. There were no statistically significant differences
between the conditions (F3,13 = 0.19, p = 0.903).

4 CONCLUSION
In sum, the wrist seems a more promising feedback location than
the temples for continuous, hand-based object selection in a low
cognitive load environment. We reason that temple actuation could
be better for tasks with infrequent feedback, and when the tasks
are closely tied to gaze and head movement behavior. Finally, the
results suggest that a feedback location that is suboptimal for a task
may still be a better choice than no haptic feedback at all.
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